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Main question



Modern speech synthesis

● Yuxuan Wang et  a l .  Tacotron:  A fu l ly  end-to-end text - to-
speech synthesis model .  arXivprepr int  arXiv:1703.10135,  
2017.

● Jonathan Shen et  a l .  Natura l  t ts  synthesis by condi t ioning 
wavenet  on mel  spectrogram predict ions.  arXiv prepr int  
arXiv:1712.05884,  2017.



How to control generation style

● xx

Andros Tjandra, Sakriani Sakti, and 
Satoshi Nakamura. Machine speech
chain with one-shot speaker adaptation. 
arXiv preprint arXiv:1803.10525,
2018.



Control by reference

RJ Skerry-Ryan, Eric Battenberg, Ying Xiao, Yuxuan Wang, 
Daisy Stanton, Joel Shor, Ron J Weiss, Rob Clark, and Rif 
A Saurous. Towards end-to- end prosody transfer for 
expressive speech synthesis with tacotron. arXiv
preprint arXiv:1803.09047, 2018.



Control by reference

Yuxuan Wang, Daisy Stanton, Yu 
Zhang, RJ Skerry-Ryan, Eric 
Battenberg,Joel Shor, Ying Xiao, Fei 
Ren, Ye Jia, and Rif A. Saurous. 
Style tokens:Unsupervised style 
modeling, control and transfer in 
end-to-end speech synthesis. arXiv 
preprint arXiv:1803.09017, 2018.



A generative perspective
● Only the text cannot recover the speech signal. A style distribution is required to 

improve the model.

● The distribution should reflect the true hidden factors.

● Important when using complex datasets

style

Text



Explict generative modeling 
● Treat text as the main input
● Involve speaker embedding as the observed condit ion
● Model unseen variation as a mixture Gaussian
● Diagonal covariance to encourage disentanglement



Likelihood function
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Maximum likelihood by VAE
● Likelihood is not tractable (by marginalizing the lagent variable y l  and z l), due to the 

complex decoder

● Using variational approach to approximate the posterior

● q(y l |X) and q(z l |x) can be approximated by a Gaussian, using a nueral net encoder



Maximum likelihood by VAE
● Since the y l  and z l  form a Gaussian mixture, i t  is possible to infer p(y l |z l) with known z l .  

This makes q(y l |X) not necessary if we have known q(z l |X).

● ELBO is given: 



Involing latent variables related to speaker



Experiment setting



Experiments 1
● 84 English speakers with 

different accents

● Assign to the largest q(y l |X). 

● Look at the distribution of 
gender and accent within each 
mixture

● Most mixtures represent one 
gender, and a few accents



Experiments 1

● Random samples by mixture components

https://google.github.io/tacotron/publications/gmvae_controllable_tts



Experiment 1
● Different dimensions control different characters



Experiment 1
● Different dimensions control different characters



Experiment 1
● Classif ication using the latent variable



Experiment 2
● Using noisy data to train model, and then generate clean speech.

● Design 8 clusters clusters (speakers are known), some clusters wil l  represent clean and 
others represent noisy.



Experiment 2
● Using LDA to f ind the noise-related dimension and the use the dimension to control the 

noise level.



Experiment 2



Experiment 2



Experiment 2

● Synthesizing for speaker with only noisy training data



Experiment 3
● A single speaker US English audiobook dataset of 147 hours, recorded by professional 

speaker



Experiment 4
● Audioset dataset, with thounsands of speakers

● Using cluster mean or dimension to perform clean speech synthesis



Experiment 4



Additional: Learning short-time feature

Chorowski J, Weiss R J, Bengio S, et al. Unsupervised speech 
representation learning using wavenet autoencoders[J]. IEEE/ACM 
transactions on audio, speech, and language processing, 2019, 
27(12): 2041-2053.



Conclusions
● It is possible to design a generative model and train it fol lowing the ML property.

● An VAE architecture can be used to perform the ML training and infer the latent 
variables.

● Defining latent distribution by GMM seems a good choice.

● An interesting trend that merges speech recognit ion, speaker recognit ion and speech 
synthesis.

● An interesting way of dealing with data explosion.

● An interesting way of dealing with problems l ike speech enhancement.


